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In recent years, employing CO2 in supercritical Brayton cycle in industry is under research and
development due to its enormous advantages specifically high thermal efficiency of cycle at
operating condition with relative lower turbine inlet temperature compared to other cycles.
Uncommon behavior in fluid properties near the critical point can cause uncertain numerical
simulation, which should be investigated through optimizing design parameters such as flow
characteristics and boundary layer behavior. In present study, a large horizontal heated pipe at
different experimental conditions such as mass flow rates, heat fluxes and boundary conditions
have been studied. The numerical simulation has been examined with different turbulence
models and the best approach based on comparing CFD and given experimental results was
selected. The trend of friction factor coefficient in heated pipe investigated and compared to
other well-known friction factor correlations. Results showed that part of selected friction
factor correlations have the best match with CFD results and some of them cannot be applied.
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NOMENCLATURE
A

Helmholtz energy function [-]

As

Heat transfer surface area [m2]

a

Attraction between particles [-]

b

Volume of particles [-]

Cp

Specific heat [J/kg K]

cv

Specific volume [-]

D

Tube diameter [m]

Dh

Hydraulic diameter [m]
Cross diffusion [-]
Friction factor coefficient [-]

Cf

Friction factor coefficient [-]

G

Mass flux [kg/m2s]
Kinetic energy of turbulence mode [-]
ω generation [-]

g

Acceleration due to gravity [m/s2]

h

Convection heat transfer coefficient[W/m2 °C]

H

Enthalp [J/kg]

j

Colburn j factor [-]

k

Thermal conductivity [W/mK]

k

Turbulent kinetic energy [-]

L

Length of pipe [m]

̇
N
Nu

Mass flow rate [kg/s]
Number of thermal units [-]
Nusselt number [-]

n

Number of moles [-]

P

Pressure [Pa]

Pc

Critical pressure [-]

Pcr

Critical pressure [-]

PR

Reduced pressure [-]

Pr

Prandtl number [-]
Pressure drop [Pa]

̇

Convection heat transfer rate [Watt]

q

heat flux [W/m2]

R

Ideal gas constant [-]

Re

Reynolds number [-]

S

Entropy [-]
User defined source terms [-]
User defined source terms [-]

T

Temperature [°C]

Ts

Surface temperature [°C]

T∞

Fluid temperature [°C]

Tf

Fluid temperature [°C]

Tm

Mean temperature along a tube [°C]

Tc

Critical temperature [°C]

Tcr

Critical temperature [°C]

TR

Reduced temperature [°C]

Tout

Outlet temperature [°C]

Tin

Inlet temperature [°C]
Mean temperature difference [°C]

t

Time [s]

Tw

Wall temperature [°C]

Tb

Bulk temperature [°C]
Dimensionless velocity [-]
Friction velocity [-]
Velocity [m/s]

u

Velocity [m/s]

V

Volume [m3]

Vm

Molar volume [-]

v

Specific volume [-]

ω

Acentric factor [-]
Dimensionless distance to the wall [-]
k dissipation [-]
ω dissipation [-]

Z
Greek Letters

Compressibility factor [-]

κ

Von karman constatnt [-]

μ

Dynamic viscosity [Pa s]
Turbulent viscosity [-]
Shear stress [-]
Inverse reduced temperature [-]
Density [kg/m3]
Density of vaporization [-]
k effective diffusivity [-]
ω effective diffusivity [-]
Inverse reduced density/ Thickness of boundary layer [-]

Subscripts and Superscripts
Ideal gas
b

bulk

c/cr

Critical value
Residual behavior of fluid

i

general spatial indicate

in

Inlet

out

Outlet

R

Reduced

w

Wall

VAP

Vaporization

′

Fluctuation
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1 INTRODUCTION
Today, environmental issues become a threat for ecosystem and organisms, which can be
managed through green as well as sustainable technology improvement. In this regard, one of
the practical industrial solutions can be replacing conventional cycles by high efficient
supercritical Brayton cycle in power plants. Employing supercritical carbon dioxide (SCO2)
Brayton cycle can be exceedingly beneficial from three general aspects, including: efficiency
enhancement, cost and environmental matter.
First, about thermal efficiency enhancement, both best advantages of simple Brayton cycle and
Rankine cycle are put together in one cycle (SCO2 Brayton cycle); meaning, “CO2 compressed
in the region with liquid like density and higher turbine inlet temperature can be utilized with
less material issues compared to steam Rankine cycle”( Ahn, et al., 2015).
Second, reducing the cost of energy supply can be achievable through minimizing the
component size of thermodynamic cycle. The prerequisite for size reduction approach is
choosing the appropriate heat exchanger type. In fact, the design of heat exchanger allows size
reduction approach effectively. Therefore, using compact heat exchanger, specifically PCHE
would be a neat choice. The employed technology to produce PCHE causes to reduce
hydraulic diameter of heat exchanger. It is worth mentioning that, increasing pressure drop in
heat exchanger, which has inverse relation with channel hydraulic diameter, decrease the cycle
efficiency. Consequently, studying one of the major factors that influences pressure drop,
which is friction factor coefficient, is highly considered. Technology improvement in this
regard can significantly push the barrier of using PCHE in industry.
Third, about environmental issues, CO2 has low global warming potential (GWP). Besides, it
has significant low (near zero) Ozone depletion potential (ODP), non -toxic/flammable,
abundant and inexpensive. According to Dostal, et al. (2004), it is a stable fluid with “relative
inertness” (for the temperature range of interest). The unique thermodynamic characteristics of
CO2 near critical point leads to nonlinear behavior, causes effective heat transfer at given
operating condition.
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1.1 Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to clarify understanding of SCO2 heat transfer characteristics in
horizontal heat exchanger, in particular how friction factor has an impact on heat transfer in
specific defined geometry and orientation. In first chapter, different common thermodynamic
cycles are compared, followed by CO2 characteristic as a working fluid and then the
advantages of SCO2 Brayton cycle has been discussed. Second chapter mainly relates to sharp
behavior of SCO2 thermodynamic properties, specifically near critical point. Chapter three is
devoted to comparing between the real gas and ideal gas as well as their difference values or
behaviors with respect to corresponded equations. In chapter 4, different types of heat
exchanger are introduced and the most promising heat exchanger for SCO2 Brayton cycle is
suggested and explained in details. Moreover, parameters affecting flow and heat transfer in
SCO2 heat exchanger will be reviewed in chapter 5. Chapter 6 corresponds to friction factor
including related literature reviews and some relevant turbulence models are introduced.
Numerical model including governing equations, mesh, geometry and numerical approach are
explained in details in chapter 7. Moreover, in chapter 8, based on different turbulence models
the validation of CFD results against experimental has done due to choosing the best accurate
model for CFD simulations. In chapter 9, whole results including CFD and experimental
results regarding wall temperature distribution, heat transfer coefficient and friction factor
coefficient are compared and discussed. Chapter 10 mainly focused on validation of different
friction factor correlations against CFD results. Finally, chapter 11 devoted to showing
velocity and density contours, in follow, chapter 12 is considered as a conclusion.
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1.2 Brayton cycle vs. Rankine cycle
There are various power cycles for producing heat and electricity, of which steam Rankine
cycle and Brayton cycle are the most common types. The usual working fluid in Rankine cycle
is water. The cycle converts heat to mechanical work under phase changes in closed loop.
Brayton cycle or gas turbine cycle utilizes gas as working fluid without phase changes. In
general, Brayton cycles are divided into two types including; Open Brayton cycle, utilizes
combustion chamber and closed cycle, uses heat exchanger.
Regarding the efficient power cycle with small initial resource consumption, the most
common introduced cycles (Rankin and Brayton cycles) are compared briefly. According to
(Ahn, et al., 2015). the different power cycle’s conversion with respect to thermal efficiency
and inlet turbine temperature is shown through figure 1 .In fact, comparing steam Ranking
cycle and Brayton cycle indicated the higher cycle efficiency in steam Rankin cycle due to
incompressibility of water, which result in applying less work for pump (considering low inlet
temperature for turbine). On the other hand, the utilized air in gas turbine is compressible,
which requires more significant compressor work than steam Rankin cycle; consequently,
thermal efficiency of Brayton cycle reduces though, turbine inlet temperature is higher (Ahn,
et al., 2015).

Figure 1. Comparing thermal efficiencies of different conversion systems (Ahn, et al., 2015)
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Although Brayton cycle has lower thermal efficiency than Rankin cycle, in general, closed
Brayton cycle is simple and adjustable for modular based techniques, compact, cost
competitive (cheaper than Rankin cycle) and with less construction period, which impacts on
interest compared to Rankin cycle. (Dostal, et al.,2004)
To summarise the comparison of Rankin and Brayton cycle, the major reason for high
efficiency of Rankin cycle is low pump work and pumping power due to incompressibility of
water and regarding Brayton cycle, thanks to high inlet temperature of turbine, which leads to
achieve high thermal efficiency in the cycle (Kim, et al.,2016)

1.3 Advantages of CO2 as a working fluid in supercritical phase
There are several investigations about working fluid in supercritical mode, which can affect
the cycle efficiency. Although in those studies working fluids (generally based on hydro
carbonates and Chloro-fluorocarbons) were operated under 30°C to 40°C critical temperature
and some literatures showed increasing cycle efficiency with working fluids like N2O4 (
Dostal, et al.,2004) , but they are not interesting for using in Brayton cycle due to their defects
such as flammability, environmental damage, corrosiveness and toxicity. Therefore, working
fluid for supercritical cycle should be chosen among not very harmful gases. In this regard,
some of working fluid examples are presented in table 1 (Feher E.G.,1968)
Table 1. Critical conditions for different fluids (Dostal, et al.,2004)

Fluid name

Formula

Critical temperature (°C)

Critical pressure (MPa)

Ammonia

NH3

132.89

11.28

Carbon Dioxide

CO2

30.98

7.38

Hexafluorobenzene

C6F6

237.78

2.77

Perfluoropropane

C3F8

71.89

2.68

Sulfur Dioxide

SO2

157.50

7.88

Sulfur Hexafluoride

SF6

45.56

3.76

Water

H2O

373.89

22.10

Xenon

Xe

16.61

5.88
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The CO2 is a promising working fluid in supercritical Brayton cycles due to moderate critical
temperature (not very low and not very high) 30.98 °C and at pressure 7.38 MPa, in which
“fractional pressure drops are low, while the cycle still operates at manageable pressure”
(Dostal, et al.,2004). SCO2 Brayton cycle operates above the critical point to maximize the
cycle performance as a result of reduction in compressor work. From environmental point of
view, CO2 is non-toxic, nonflammable, with low global warming potential (GWP)
approximately 1000 to 3000 times lower than hydrofluorocarbons refrigerants and zero Ozone
depletion potential (ODP) (Nikitin, et al.,2006).

1.4 SCO2 Brayton cycle- Advantages
As a matter of fact, SCO2 Brayton cycle is defined as a power conversion, in which the best
characteristics of both Rankine and Brayton Cycle are combined in one cycle such as low
compressor work close to critical point and moderate turbine inlet temperature respectively
(Kim, et al.,2016). The main application of SCO2 power cycles are in gas turbine
turbomachineries, air conditioners, refrigerators, hot water supply, concentrated solar
thermal(CST),fossil fuel boilers, geothermal, shipboard propulsion system and nuclear power
(Dostal, et al.,2004; Nikitin, et al.,2006). Here the basic SCO2 Brayton cycle is explained
briefly.
The operation of SCO2 power cycle is similar to ideal Brayton cycle with using CO2 as a
working fluid in system. The operation of cycle is above the CO2 critical point. It is worth
mentioning that, the CO2 thermophysical characteristics near to the critical point (7.38MPa
and 30.98 °C) are highly sensitive with respect to pressure and temperature, which results in
changing CO2 properties in mentioned region. In fact, the main method for developing cycle
efficiency is reducing the compressor work near the critical point. The main reason of
compressor reduction work is due to CO2 low compressibility close to the critical point. For
example, using CO2 as a working fluid leads to lower compressor work approximately 30% to
40% than helium. The SCO2 Cycle operates in lower inlet turbine temperature (550°C)
compared to helium Brayton cycle (850 °C) for achieving the same thermal efficiency( 43%),
considering pressure at 20Mpa and 8MPa for CO2 and Helium respectively (Dostal, et
al.,2004). Dostal, et al. (2004) claims that the mentioned operation condition and 43% thermal
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efficiency achievement of direct cycle, leads to 18% total cost reduction of power plant.
Moreover, turbine inlet temperature in SCO2 Brayton cycle can be increased due to lower CO2
corrosiveness compared to steam at the same temperature (The moderate operation range of
temperature for turbine inlet is between 500°C to 900 °C) (Was, et al.,2007; Lee, et al.,2014).
In addition, many studies regarding different SCO2 cycles carried out by Dostal, et al.(2004)
such as inter cooling, reheating, recompressing and pre compressing. Among mentioned
cycles, recompression cycle operates in at most 650 °C temperature and at least 20MPa
pressure found out with highest efficiency among others (Dostal, et al.,2004). The main reason
to justify the recompression cycle high efficiency is higher specific heat in recuperator cold
side flow than hot side (about 2 to 3 times), which allows 2 to 3 times more heat transfer in
cold side recuperator. In fact, recompressing cycle layout consists of one main compressor and
one recompressing compressor as shown in figure 2 .In compare to simple Brayton cycle,
recompressing cycle has two recuperators. Flow divided into two parts before pre cooler to
make up for Cp difference in recuperator with low temperature as well as increasing heat
transfer in recompressing cycle, which leads to reduce heat rejection effectively and
improving thermal efficiency (Dostal, et al.,2004; Ahn, et al., 2015). The lower pressure heat
exchanger faces more thermophysical fluctuations than the higher pressure heat exchanger due
to vicinity of critical point, shown in figure 3.

Figure 2. Recompression Brayton cycle (RBC) (Ahn, et al., 2015)
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Figure 3. Temperature-entropy diagram of RBC (Ahn, et al., 2015)

Following the advantages of SCO2 cycle, the small size of turbomachinery is the other
essential characteristics. In fact, considering the operation of system in supercritical region,
the minimum operating condensing pressure of system specifically by moving away from
critical point is higher than both steam Rankine cycle and simple gas Brayton cycle, which
representing the reduction of volumetric flow rate due to higher density of CO2 near critical
point, leads to have significant smaller turbomachinery size approximately 10 times compared
to steam Rankin cycle. (Ahn, et al., 2015)

2 HEAT TRANSFER AT CO2 PHASE
Considering the basic rules of heat transfer theory, the temperature difference is a crucial force
in order to drive heat transfer. Likewise, based on second law of thermodynamics, heat always
transfers from higher temperature to colder temperature of a system. Therefore, the system
always is in equilibrium through dealing heat lost by hot medium and heat gained by cold
medium. In fact, the amount of transferred heat per unit time is called heat transfer rate.
According to “Newton’s Law of Cooling”, convection heat transfer rate is defined by equation
1.(Cenjel,2008):
̇

(1)
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Where, ̇ (Watt) is convection heat transfer rate, h (W/m2 °C) is convection heat transfer
coefficient, As (m2) is Heat transfer surface area, Ts (°C) is Surface temperature and T∞ (°C) is
fluid temperature.
For measuring the heat transfer performance in any process the Nusselt number
(dimensionless) can be used, which is expressed by equation 2:
(2)
Where, K (W/mK) is thermal conductivity, D (m) is hydraulic diameter.

2.1 Thermophysical properties at SCO2 phase
The focus of following part is on presenting the thermophysical characteristics of CO2 in
supercritical region due to special characteristics of SCO2 near the critical point. It is
considering that the critical temperature and pressure (30.98 °C - 7.38 MPa) of CO2 is
significantly lower than majority of fluids such as H2O (384.7 °C- 25MP). The low operating
pressure and temperature of CO2 was the motivation for investigations by Thiwaan Rao, et al.
(2016) used mentioned working fluid. The variation of specific heat, density, viscosity and
thermal conductivity with limited temperature range at four supercritical pressure values are
depicted in figures 6. Meanwhile, mentioned thermophysical properties can be achieved from
NIST- REFPROP using Span Wagner EOS model (Thiwaan Rao, et al., 2016; Lemmon, et
al.,2015).
As it is shown in density diagram, by increasing the temperature, density is affected close to
the critical point of CO2 significantly. Comparing the reduction trends at four different
pressure values, observed that the most reduction happened near the critical point. The trends
for viscosity and thermal conductivity are the same as density. On the other hand, as it is
observed in specific heat diagram, that Cp near the critical point has reverse trend. It reaches to
the highest value close to the critical point. It appears that, as temperature increases, the
specific heat reduces at higher pressures. (Thiwaan Rao, et al., 2016)
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Figure 4. Thermophysiscal properties of SCO2 near critical point with respect to temperature at different
pressures ( Thiwaan Rao, et al., 2016)

3 COMPARING REAL GAS AND IDEAL GAS THERMODYNAMIC
This part reviews the substantial concept of thermodynamics that is essential to define the
energy transfer process. It includes the real gas equations and their deviations from ideal gas.
Studying thermodynamic behavior of real and ideal gas helps to identify the different
phenomena related to ideal gas and their effects on heat transfer. In fact, this part starts with
basic definition of real gas and ideal gas.
Ideal gas is an imaginary concept for better understanding of real gas behavior, which is more
complicated than ideal gas. In ideal gas there is proportional bulky distance between
molecules. Therefore, molecular interaction can be neglected. Majority of gases, in extremely
low pressure and high temperature behave similar to ideal gases. Gas behavior is determined
through volume, pressure, temperature and number of moles. The equation, which connects P-
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V-T, is called equation of state (EOS). The simplest EOS is the ideal gas equation, which is
expressed by PV= nRT, where, P is pressure, V is volume, n is number of moles, R is gas
constant and T is temperature. On the other hand, in real gas the molecular interaction and
volume are considered intensely. In fact, real gas does not obey the ideal gas law and deviation
from ideal gas in high pressure and low temperature is observed significantly.
As mentioned above, the pressure, temperature and specific volume of substances are related
through equation of states (EOS), which consist of simple to complex equations. The simplest
EOS is the ideal gas equation, which predicts the behavior of gas (pressure-volumetemperature) with limited applicability range but more accurate EOS models for the wider
range capability is required. In this regard, there are many EOS equations for real gas and the
most well-known ones are presented as following parts.

3.1 Van der waals
The Van der Waals equation is one of the earliest real gas EOS, proposed in 1873. In fact, this
EOS supposed to improve the ideal gas equation by adding intermolecular interaction (a/ 2)
and molecular occupied volume (b).
(

)

(3)

3.2 Cubic equation of states
For predicting the real gas behavior properties the cubic EOS are the most convenient types.
They are very useful equations in engineering perspective because of limited requirement and
simple application based on few parameters including; critical point or acentric factor to
predict both liquid or vapor volumes based on known pressure and temperature. Considering
the cubic volume, the lowest and highest roots are related to liquid volume and vapor volume
respectively. Moreover, they operate with low computational requirement.
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3.2.1 Redlich Kwong model
Redlich Kwong (RK) model is quite suitable for gas phase and poor for liquid properties. RK
model consists of four versions including; Standard Redlich Kwong, Aungier Kwong, Soave
Redlich, and finally Peng Robinson. The RK model supposed in 1949 , which is “one of the
most accurate two parameters corresponding EOS” (ANSYS,2009). The Augnier model is
accurate version of RK, especially near the critical point.
The RK model is expressed in equation 4, which is shown in cubic variants.
(4)
Where,

is specific volume,

and

are constants that represent attractive potential of

molecules and volume respectively.

3.2.2 Standard Redlich Kwong model
This SRK equations is the modified type of RK model, in which
-n

( )

n= 0.5 (Redlitch & Kwong, 1948).

3.2.3 Peng Robinson model
As explained before, Peng Robinson model is the version of RK model. In this model, the
critical properties as well as acentric factor (

are considered, formed more precise equation

for substance, specifically near the critical point. The Peng Robinson model is preferred to
apply for gas-condensate systems due to better performance in the vicinity of the critical point.
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The actual equation of Peng Robinson model is expressed in equation 5 (Redlitch & Kwong,
1948).
(5)
Where,

2

]
Tc , Pc , TR and

are critical temperature, critical pressure, reduced temperature and

density of vaporization respectively. The concept of reduced temperature and density refers to
the ratio of temperature and density to critical temperature and critical density respectively.

3.2.4 Span Wagner Model
Cubic EOSs are not accurate model adjacent to the critical point of CO2 .The most suitable
model for predicting the behavior of thermodynamic properties would be Span Wagner model,
which is well fit for CO2. Initially, Span Wagner equation is modeled with respect to
Helmholtz energy and covers thermodynamic properties of CO2 from the triple point up to
1100K and 800MPa for temperature and pressure respectively (Span & Wagner,1996).
Span Wagner equation based on dimensionless Helmholtz energy is expressed by equation 6,
which is shown dependency on density and temperature.
(6)
The above equation divided in two parts including: the Ideal gas, shown with superscript
and the other part in terms of residual behavior of fluid, shown by
in equation 7.

r

°

. Both parts are expressed
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(7)
Where

(inverse reduced density) and

(inverse reduce temperature)

In fact, due to dependency of Helmholtz energy model to density and temperature, the whole
thermodynamic properties of fluid is achievable through merging derivatives of equation 7.
First part of Span Wagner EOS is treated almost analytically. In contrast to ideal gas models,
the residual models are not treated analytically and they determined empirically based on
experimental measurements. The complete EOS equations for both ideal gas and residual part
presented by Span Wagner can be find in Span & Wagner (1996).

3.3 Compressibility factor
In general, the criteria to determine the deviation of ideal gas from real gas is called
compressibility factor, which is shown with Z in equation 8, where

. This factor

defines the deviation from the ideal gas. Compressibility factor for Ideal gas is equal to one
and as much as the value of Z farther away from one, there is more deviation from ideal gas.
In fact, real gases, near saturation line as well as critical point deviate from ideal gas
significantly.
,

(8)

In practice, the compressibility factor is determined based on gas compressibility figure with
respect to reduced pressure and reduced temperature. The reduced variables are expressed by
equation 9 and 10.
(9)
(10)
Where, Pcr and Tcr are critical pressure and temperature. Figure 5 shows the compressibility
factor of different fluids with respect to reduced pressure and reduced temperature. As it is
shown from the figure 5, the highest deviation from the ideal gas is related to fluids with
reduced pressure and reduced temperature equal to unity, where it is critical point. Moreover,
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as the PR gets close to the zero with respect to all temperature ranges, the compressibility
factor gets close to unity. In another word, the gas with very small PR values without
considering the temperature can be assumed as ideal gas. In addition, other interesting
observation from figure 5 is that, at the same PR and TR the compressibility factor is the same
for all fluids, which refers to the principle of corresponding state. (Cenjel,2008)

Figure 5. Comparing compressibility factors for different gases (Cenjel,2008)

According to (Ahn, et al., 2015) , the compressibility factor of CO2 reduces between 0.2 to
0.5 near critical point, results in reducing the compression work substantially.

4 TYPES OF HEAT EXCHANGERS
According to wide range configuration of heat exchangers, they are commonly classified
based on heat transfer process including: direct or indirect contact type, number of fluids
including: two fluids/ three fluids or N-fluids, surface compactness including: gas-liquid or
liquid-liquid, construction including: tubular, plate type, extended surface and regenerative,
heat transfer mechanisms and flow arrangements including: single pass or multi pass
(Incropera, et al.,2011). Here, three main types of heat exchangers among different mentioned
classification are discussed including: fin type, shell and tube, and compact heat exchangers.
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4.1 Fin type heat exchanger
This type of heat exchanger is also called extended surface. They commonly used, where fluid
has low heat transfer coefficient condition. In fact, extended surface in fin type heat exchanger
helps to increase the capacity of heat transfer, which results to increase heat transfer
coefficient. Fin refers to the welded piece of metal to outside tube surface or between plates,
which increases the area of heat transfer as shown in figure 6. Fin type heat exchanger also
use, when high quantity of gases is available both in cooling or heating process. The main
disadvantages of fin type heat exchanger are including: high pressure drop, fouling problem
near the corner of fins and cleaning problem and finally problems for using slurry fluids
(Incropera, et al.,2011).

Figure 6. Fin type heat exchanger configurations (Incropera, et al.,2011)

4.2 Shell and tube heat exchanger:
The basic structure of shell and tube heat exchanger contains tubes, situated inside shell.
Basically, the construction involves tubes, passes and baffles as shown in figure 7. Baffles are
installed in order to improve convection coefficient of fluid (shell part) with impelling
turbulence and velocity. Moreover, baffles are applied to support tubes from vibration. Shell
and tube heat exchanger can tolerate temperature up to 900 °C. This type of heat exchanger is
widely used in industry due to handle high temperature and pressure, also easy operation and
control are the advantages of this heat exchanger. However, the large space requirement and
high maintenance cost are considered as disadvantages of shell and tube heat exchanger.
(Incropera, et al.,2011)
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Figure 7. Shell and tube heat exchanger configuration (Incropera, et al.,2011)

4.3 Compact heat exchanger
This type of heat exchanger typically has dense arrays of fins and tubes or plates. Compact
heat exchanger has unique characteristics among other described types. The common working
fluid in this type is gas such as gas to gas or gas to liquid for heat exchanger. In fact, heat
transfer coefficient of gas is low compared to liquid or solid and fluid flows slowly. Therefore,
having large surface is required to achieve a reasonable heat transfer rate. In fact, with less
relative volume, more heat transfer surface is available in compact heat exchanger (Incropera,
et al.,2011); meaning, heat is transferred in high gas volume and minimum footmark. If the
ratio of heat transfer area to volume is larger than 700 m2/m3 (at least for one side) the heat
exchanger (gas to fluid) is characterized as compact (Shah&Sekulic,2003). The advantage of
high compactness helps to have higher relative effectiveness with the given pressure drop
(Lindstrom, 2005).In fact, achieving high compactness is possible through reduce of passages
or adding fins inside passages (Shah&Sekulic,2003).

Figure 8. Compact heat exchanger configuration (Incropera, et al.,2011)

For improving efficiency of power cycle choosing the right efficient heat exchanger is
inevitable. In fact, the two main factors for choosing heat exchanger are considering
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compactness and small pressure drop. Therefore, in first stage of selection, the shell and tube
heat exchanger would be eliminated due to the large tube diameter, which makes problem for
manufacturing and the thick wall tubes due to bearing high pressure differential in heat
exchanger (Dostal, et al.,2004).

Moreover, according to SCO2 operation state, thermal

efficiency is affected significantly by huge amount of heat recovery in recuperator. Therefore,
high effective recuperator is required. Otherwise, increasing capital cost by using shell and
tube heat exchanger would be problematic.
In simple CO2 Brayton cycle, heat exchanger can be considered the largest component based
on (Hesselgreaves, et al.,2016). Therefore, size improvement is required; meaning, rather
small size of a heat exchanger is an advantage in cooling and heating systems. Regarding
compactness of heat exchanger the following information are considered as follow:
Heat exchanger compactness is shown by equation 11, called Colburn j factor (Nikitin, et
al.,2006).
(11)
Where, L is length of heat exchanger,
thermal units, expressed by
Based on given condition, both

is heat exchanger diameter and N called number of
, where,

defined as mean temperature difference.

and j are consider as constant values (Hesselgreaves,

et al.,2016).
One of the appropriate types of compact heat exchanger for SCO2 system is called printed
circuit heat exchanger with relative high thermal performance as well as small size. In next
part, PCHE would be explained in detail due to its prominent features and advantages.

4.3.1 Printed circuit heat exchanger (PCHE)
The PCHE is a type of compact heat exchanger with prominent features such as high
effectiveness, wide operating range, improved safety and cost competitive. The PCHE
manufacturing technology is based on photo-etching and diffusion bonding. The structure of
PCHE is built on plates made of metal consisting chemical based milled passages of flow. The
example of this technology can be observed in electronic manufacturing for printed circuit
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boards (Nikitin, et al.,2006) . Next step is joining plates with high temperature and pressure to
form blocks, called diffusion bounding process, which causes uniformity throughout sheets
leads to heat transfer effectively due to removing resistance between sheets (Song,2007). In
addition to high thermal efficiency as a crucial advantage of PCHE, applying photo-etching
technology to manufacture heat exchanger causes to keep the size of hydraulic diameter very
small, which affects the length of heat exchanger through “keeping same Colburn j factor”
leads to reduce the overall power plant cycle size (Saeed & Kim,2017). Besides, “diffusion
bonding technology” keeps the core of heat exchanger strength to prevent entering flux, braze
and filler, leads to reduce corrosion and improve temperature resistance (Ngo, et al. 2006).
PCHE is usually much smaller (about 85%) than conventional heat exchanger type such as
shell and tube heat exchanger (Song,2007).
The Printed circuit heat exchangers can tolerate wide range of pressure (approximately 50
MPa) and temperature (approximately 900 °C) due to chemically etched based channels
through diffusion bonding process, which makes a uniform mold. The high tolerance of PCHE
would be the essential advantage compared to shell and tube heat exchangers. PCHEs are
commonly made from stainless steel or duplex steel, alloy based on austenitic, ferritic steel
and advanced alloy. The channel diameter should be small enough regarding both efficiency
and economic matters. For example for PCHE produced by HEATRIC Company, 2 mm
channel diameters is the optimum thermal performance economically (Dostal, et al.,2004). In
fact, increasing the channel diameter impacts the size of etched metal, leads to raise the heat
exchanger total cost. It can be summarized from above description, that increasing the channel
diameter would not be the appropriate choice to have larger flow area but for removing this
problem employing double channels or reducing length or angle of waves are recommended.
In fact, configuration of channels and etched plates can be optimized for improving heat
transfer efficiency; meaning, the optimization process includes the combination of thermal
hydraulic as well as economical design, which considers small size, cost and thermal
efficiency.

Figure 9 shows the components of PCHE while manufacturing. Meanwhile,

manufacturing process is explained in detail by Hesselgreaves, et al.(2016).
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Figure 9. PCHE components during manufacturing (Zhang,2016)

Presenting the different types of geometrical surfaces is necessary for better understanding the
described designs of following literature reviews. Figure 10 shows the four PCHE channel
types including: straight, zigzag, S-formed and airfoil fin from left to right side.

Figure 10. Different PCHE channels: straight, zigzag, S shaped and air foil (from left to right) (Zhang,2016)

The straight and zigzag channels are common types of channel found in Heatric Company.
Due to structural etched channel in parallel way, cross mixing of flow cannot occur in any
type of channels in figure 10. The zigzag or sinusoidal channel can be formed based on
etching technique in curved sharp bend shape. The S-formed channel was proposed by
Tsuzuki, et al.(2009) at TIT (Tokyo institute of technology) institute with aim of reducing
pressure drop with considering to maintain thermal performance. Also, the airfoil channel was
introduced by Kim, et al.(2008) because of similar motivation to reduce pressure drop through
modifying geometry surface design.
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Although PCHE is a new product to the market, it is used in wide range of industrial
applications. That is why, in recent years many researches have been carried out about SCO2
printed circuit heat exchanger. Regarding heat transfer coefficient and effectiveness based on
Kim, et al.(2016) investigation, “thermal and hydraulic performance of 3 KW SCO2- PCHE
was studied experimentally. The effectiveness of mentioned heat exchanger was 99% and they
found logical dependency between pressure loss and heat transfer coefficient with 2400 < Re <
6000 (hot side) and 5000 < Re <13000 (cold side). Also direct relation observed between
increasing pressure of CO2 and average heat transfer coefficient. D. Eok Kim et al.(2008) did
the same three dimensional numerical study using CFD code. They employed extensive range
of Reynolds numbers. They studied zigzag channel fin based PCHE. Besides, airfoil channel
with low pressure loss was introduced. They compared their CFD results with Ishizuka, et
al.(2005) experimental data. Validation of temperature and pressure results showed, well fit
agreement between numerical results and experimental data. In further numerical investigation
(Kim, et al.,2014), Nusselt number and Colburn j factor of PCHE was checked. To improve
heat transfer, they proposed different thickness PCHEs as well as reversed plate structure.
Ngo, et al.(2007) numerically examined the S formed micro channel and zigzag fin PCHE.
They introduced pressure drop and Nusselt number correlations with 3500 < Re< 22000.

5 PARAMETERS AFFECT FLOWAND HEAT TRANSFER IN SCO2
HEAT EXCHANGER
In this part main features that affect the behavior of heat transfer in SCO2 heat exchanger
described and some previous related researches are mentioned briefly in heating or cooling
process.

5.1 Tube diameter
In general, without considering the mass and heat flux , as the tube diameter is smaller in both
cooling and heating process, the performance of heat transfer would be better; meaning, heat
transfer coefficient inversely is correlated to tube diameter based on NuD = hD/K (considering
the constant value of NuD: 3.66 for laminar flow). (Incropera, et al.,2011)
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According to (Oh & Son,2010; Kim, et al.,2004; Dang&Hihara, 2004), heat transfer
coefficient of horizontal macro tubes in cooling system with SCO2 was studied. All tests were
done in pseudocritical area. They observed the enhanced effect of smaller inner diameter tube
on increasing heat transfer coefficient effectively at different temperatures. Liao&Zhao,
(2002) investigated the SCO2 heat transfer in six mini tubes with inside diameters from 0.5
mm to 2.16 mm. Results showed the direct relation between decreasing the inner tube
diameter and Nusselt number.

5.2 Channel characteristics
Tube channel with higher mass flux has smaller temperature changes along the channel
compared to lower mass flux in the same channel; meaning, tube with higher mass flux has
higher temperature compared to tube with lower mass flux. However, the tube with lower
mass flux may have larger channel surface area, which leads to improve heat transfer as well
as lowering temperature throughout the channel.
Although most investigations have done to find out the features of SCO2 heat transfer in
straight tubes, some researches have used serpentine and helical tube including: Xu,R. et
al.(2015) applied serpentine tube, Xu,J. et al.(2015) and Zhang, et al.(2015) applied helical
formed tube. According to investigation by Thiwaan Rao, et al.(2016)

temperature

distribution along the tube in serpentine formed (tube diameter: 2.1mm, heat flux: 22.4
KW/m2, mass flow rate: 0.00028 kg/s) ,helical formed (tube diameter: 9mm, heat flux: 20.5
KW/m2, mass flow rate: 0.0131 kg/s) and straight tube channel(tube diameter: 9.8 mm, heat
flux: 20 KW/m2) were compared respectively. Results showed the higher temperature
distribution in serpentine compared to helical tube with considering lower mass flow rate in
serpentine tube. Regarding helical tube due to larger surface area than two others, the increase
of wall temperature was higher compared to other tubes (Thiwaan Rao, et al., 2016).

5.3 Surface heat flux
In this part rather complicated effect of heat flux on heat transfer would be explained
profoundly. According to

, heat transfer coefficient has correlation directly

with heat flux; consequently, heat transfer coefficient is inversely correlated to

,
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where Ts is wall temperature and Tm is mean temperature along the tube. On the other hand,
heat flux has correlation with CP based on equation 12.
qconv= ṁ Cp (ΔT)

(12)

In supercritical region, near the critical temperature and pressure, specific heat reaches to peak
value because by increasing heat flux in tube, the temperature of wall and mean fluid
temperature increase, leads to dominating the mean fluid temperature over critical
temperature. It is worth mentioning that, the difference between wall temperature and mean
fluid temperature may fluctuate based on other items such as pressure or mass flux.
In general, when wall temperature is higher than mean fluid temperature, increasing heat flux
can affect both thermal conductivity and Cp at vicinity of wall, which return to increasing heat
transfer. When wall temperature is smaller than mean fluid temperature, with considering the
similar trend of increasing heat flux, the Cp may reduce; meaning, increase of heat flux does
not lead to increase of heat transfer.
The effect of heat flux on heat transfer coefficient is rather controversial because some cons
and pros are found in different literatures. For example, Kim, et al.(2008) showed the inverse
correlation of heat transfer coefficient with heat flux for supercritical water. However, in
another literatures, (Kim & Kim,2010;Kim & Kim,2011) investigated the correlation between
heat flux and temperature along the tube in SCO2 system and the result showed as heat flux
increased, temperature increased inside tube as well as bulk temperature. Li, et al.(2010)
compared heat transfer performance of 2mm vertical tube diameter with CO2 working fluid in
upward and downward flow states. Result showed, as heat flux decreased in upward flow tube,
the Nusselt number increased, but in downward flow tube, by increasing heat flux, the Nusselt
number of CO2 increased.

5.4 Inlet pressure
As explained in part 2.1 the thermophysical features of CO2 change very sharp near critical
point. Generally, pressure drop and inlet pressure are inversely proportional. Increasing inlet
pressure leads to increase viscosity and density. Considering, temperature condition higher
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than critical temperature, pressure drop decrease due to increasing inlet pressure (Thiwaan
Rao, et al., 2016).
According to investigation of Dang & Hihara (2004) which was based on 3 different ranges of
inlet pressure including: 8 to 10 MPa for CO2 in cooling process, results showed at
psudocritical temperature, the heat transfer coefficient was maximum ; meaning , as Pressure
increases from 8 to 10 MPa, heat transfer coefficient decreases from 17 to 10 kW/m2k. The
similar results were achieved by Son & Park(2006).

5.5 Inlet temperature
Investigating tube inlet temperature indicates different phenomenon in early stage and
alongside a tube. In overall, for both CO2 cooling and heating process, as inlet temperature
increases, the heat transfer coefficient increases following at early stage of tube but when the
flow progresses throughout the tube, the phenomena for cooling and heating process is
different. In cooling process, when inlet temperature increases, heat transfer coefficient keeps
rather constant because the temperature difference between surface temperature and flow
temperature (Ts-Tf) reduces and specific heat (Cp) would reduce either based on equation 13.
(13)
In heating process, increasing inlet temperature causes to reduce heat transfer coefficient. In
this case (Ts-Tf) increases while CP decrees; consequently, based on the equation 13, heat
transfer coefficient reduces clearly.
Referring to experimental and numerical study of Jiang, et al.(2009) about SCO2 in cooling
process to evaluate heat transfer coefficient, heat transfer coefficient for first stage (first half
part) of tube with 70 °C inlet temperature was lower than inlet temperature with 55°C , in
despite of that it was observed the almost same heat transfer coefficient after half of the tube
region. The maximum heat transfer coefficient is in first quarter of inlet tube region.
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5.6 Inlet mass flux
In general, although high mass flux helps to increase heat transfer performance, considering
only high mass flux can lead to reduce the heat transfer performance, where heat flux is low or
temperature is not close to critical temperature. Moreover, with assuming high mass flux,
when Cp is low and viscosity is high, the heat transfer performance can be deteriorated. In
SCO2 system, high heat transfer performance requires high heat flux, hence, the mass flux
should be increased sufficiently based on q″= ṁ Cp (ΔT). Otherwise, with low mass flux, CP
should be high; therefore, temperature of CO2 should be kept near critical temperature. Bruch,
et al.(2009) investigated the effect of mass flux in downward vertical tube with CO2 working
fluid. In supercritical region the direct relation was observed between increasing mass flux
and heat transfer coefficient, but in lower temperature range

the results showed the inverse

dependency of heat transfer coefficient with mass flux.

5.7 Pressure drop
Generally, the reason of pressure drop in supercritical system corresponds to frictional
resistance (friction factor coefficient), blocked local flow, flow acceleration and gravity. To
estimate pressure drop in SCO2, the common equation is expressed by correlation 14 between
friction factor ( ), density of fluid ( ), velocity (v) and L/D = length of tube/diameter of tube
(14)
Equation 15 is extracted from equation 14 as following:
(15)
Where, G (kg/m2s): Mass flux per area
From above equations, it can be described that ∆P has reverse correlation with inlet pressure
because as inlet pressure in a system increases, following density increases (considering G is
constant) and flow velocity decreases based on equation 16.
(16)
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Considering the system with fluid flow, the flow velocity has direct correlation with friction
factor, which is the effect of pressure drop as it is shown by equation 14.
It is realized from above part that near the critical point, density decreases significantly as it
was shown in part 2.1. Therefore, flow velocity increases, which leads to increase friction and
pressure drop in the system specifically near the critical point.
Moreover, similar to above mentioned concepts as mass flux increases (considering density is
constant), flow velocity increases together with increasing pressure drop.
It can be concluded that pressure loss is affected by three main factors including: inlet pressure
heat flux and friction factor.

6 FRICTION FACTOR
In general, determining friction factor coefficient inside pipe, in case of supercritical operating
condition, plays a crucial role regarding design, flow simulation and analysis of pressure drop
inside heat exchanger. Friction factor inside pipe have been investigated based on three flow
regimes including: laminar, transitional and fully turbulent regime (Nikuradse,1950). Friction
factor in laminar regime is expressed by equation 17 called Fanning friction factor:
(

)

Where, D is pipe diameter, L is length of pipe,

is pressure drop,

(17)
is fluid flow density and

is fluid velocity inside pipe. For scaling the turbulent region the formula,

is

employed which is the combination of friction factor and Reynolds number. Friction factor for
turbulent regime is expressed by equation 18 called Darcy friction factor.
(

)

(18)

The development of Darcy friction factor results to introduce many correlations such as
Blasius, Filonenko, Morrison and etc. In next part, some literatures about friction factor in
supercritical regions would be reviewed.
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6.1 Past studies
In Chu & Laurien (2016) the heat transfer in SCO2 PCHE was studied. The investigation was
based on Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) for small tube diameter 1 and 2 mm and low
Reynolds number for inlet (Re = 5400). Due to buoyant effect inhomogeneous friction factor
coefficient trend was observed close to the wall. Cf distribution on bottom wall was higher
than top wall in all cases. The calculated inlet friction factor was match with Blasius
correlation with just 15% deviation. Besides, velocity distribution was enhanced through flow
stratification.
According to Saeed & Kim (2017), to achieve performance evaluation criteria (PEC) (formula
defined in detail in Saeed & Kim (2017)), due to gaining thermal and hydraulic performance,
Nusselt number and friction factor in zigzag channel PCHE was calculated. The numerical
results with wide range of Reynolds number (2500 < Re < 30000) validated against 7 friction
factor correlations in other literatures, including: Ishizuka, et al.(2005), Ngo, et al.(2006),
Nikitin, et al.(2006), Kim, et al.(2008), Ishizuka extended (Saeed, et al. 2017), Ngo extended
(Saeed & Kim,2017), and Nikitin extended (Saeed & Kim,2017). Besides, in cold side channel
Ngo, et al. and Kim, et al. showed the best agreement with CFD results and in hot side
channel, Kim et al. had the best adjustment with CFD results. Moreover, comparison of
friction factor and Reynolds number in not same fin structure showed, higher friction factor in
cold side than hot side (considering the higher Reynolds number in cold side). Besides,
increasing fin angle (between 20° to 30°) caused to decrease friction factor in PCHE and led
to decrease PEC in both hot and cold channels( between 2% to 4%).
Based on Saeed&Kim (2017), the experimental friction factor correlation with 2500 < Re <
30000 is introduced as following bellow:
(19)
Ngo, et al.(2006) suggested numerical friction factor correlation with 3500 < Re < 22000 as
following:
for hot side

(20)
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for cold side

(21)

Moreover in literature Ngo, et al.(2006), the new S channel PCHE working with CO2
proposed and its capability compared to CO2-H2O (gas-liquid) PCHE. The results showed
lower volume (3.3 times) of new S-shaped PCHE compared to gas –liquid PCHE. Besides, the
pressure drop in gas-gas PCHE was 37% lower than gas liquid system.
To predict the local heat transfer coefficient as well as pressure drop in SCO2 PCHE the
developed empirical friction factor correlation with Reynolds number range between 2800 to
12100 by Nikitin, et al.(2006) was proposed as following:
for hot and cold side

(22)

The heat transfer coefficient was not constant and it changed between 300 to 650 W/m2K. The
compactness was 1050 m-1. The results showed that the PCHE with mentioned characteristic is
suitable choice for CO2 cycle.
According to Kim, et al.(2008) the numerical friction factor correlation applied for wide range
of Reynolds number between 2000 to 55000.
(23)
In this literature pressure drop and heat transfer characteristics between CO2 PCHE with
zigzag channel and suggested new airfoil fin channel compared. Numerical results showed no
specific changes about heat transfer rate per volume between models but the pressure drop in
airfoil fin shape calculated 1/20 of zigzag channel.
Several friction factor correlations in SCO2 system surveyed by Pioro, et al.(2004). The
Numerical analysis for hydraulic resistance in SCO2 system showed that there is no accurate
turbulent model for prediction of fluid characteristics, specifically with high heat fluxes due to
sharp changes of properties between critical point and pseudocritical region.

6.2 Boundary layers and universal law of wall
Boundary layer is a thin layer of fluid near the surface and this layer has velocity gradient and
thermal gradient as it is shown in figure 11. Velocity gradient causes due to friction between
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fluid and solid surface. Flow velocity varies from zero (u = 0) close to solid surface to u∞ in
free stream of fluid; meaning, where Y+ = 0, velocity gradient is maximum and where Y+ =
,(δ is thickness of boundary layer) velocity gradient is zero. The velocity difference between
layers provides shear stress in fluid flow. Besides, heat transfer from solid surface to fluid
causes thermal gradient, in which temperature changes from surface (Ts) to free stream (T∞).
From heat transfer point of view, thermal boundary layer causes low temperature changes
between solid surface and first thin layer of fluid (sub layer). Therefore, heat transfers quite
slowly(dT/dy ~0) but in turbulent region the temperature changes between solid surface and
closest layer increases due to having big eddies; consequently, heat transfer increases.

Figure 11. Thermal and velocity gradient (from left to right) (Module 4,2018;Laminar boundary layers,2018)

The “distribution of velocity based on boundary layers” shown in figure 12, can be separated
into three parts, including: viscous sub layer which is the nearest layer to surface, log layer or
buffer layer and defect layer or fully turbulent layer, which is the outer layer. In viscous sub
layer (inner layer) flow is laminar and molecular diffusion causes the momentum and heat
transfer in fluid because due to no surface slip condition the generated eddies are small with
short life time. In outer layer or defect layer, turbulent and eddies are the reason of momentum
and heat transfer because of large eddies with relative long life time.
In fact, eddies play crucial role to heat transfer from lower relative warm layers closed to
surface to cold upper layers. Moreover, eddies transfer kinetic and momentum energy from
higher velocity layers (up layers) to lower velocity layers(down layers close to surface);
consequently, turbulent flow causes higher heat transfer rather than laminar flow.
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Figure 12. Velocity distribution in boundary layers (Fatima,2010)

Resolution of viscous sub layer for modeling at the vicinity of wall should be highly
considered.
Famous dimensionless equations for modeling close to the wall surface are introduced as
following: Dimensionless velocity:
(24)

Where,

√

which is named friction velocity consisting

,wall shear stress and

,flow density.
Dimensionless distance (y+) shown by equations 25.
(25)
Due to dependency of viscous sub layer to

, υ=

and y the dimensionless equation 26 is

introduced.
(26)
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As explained before in viscous sub layer there is no surface slip condition; therefore, at y = 0
Reynolds shear stress

and Reynolds number (Re =

) approaches to zero;

meaning, flow is laminar and velocity is correlated with y (near the surface) linearly;
therefore, the velocity profile in mentioned region expressed by

.

In log layer, velocity profile correlates to y logarithmically.
In fully turbulent layer, the velocity profile can express by equation 27, this region is called
law of logarithmic.
(27)
Where, κ is von Karman constant and C= 5.45. (Wilcox,1998)

6.3 Turbulence models
In general, Reynolds Average Navier Stokes (RANS) based turbulence equations are classified
into eddy viscosity and Reynolds stress models, including some sub models. In this part, those
examined sub models for this study are introduced briefly, however each type consists more
sub models than those explained here.


Eddy viscosity models: including Standard K-ε model and Standard K-ω model
 K-ε model turbulence model would be accurate and this model is widely used to
predict flow in engineering applications with respect to robustness and accuracy.
(ANSYS Inc.,2014)
 K-ω SST model: ω-equations are developed to predict internal and external flow
separation, which is very essential application in aerodynamic field. The k-ω SST
turbulence model is applied for highly accurate prediction of separating flow
based on adverse pressure gradients (ANSYS Inc.,2006). This model has the
characteristics of both K- ω model in the vicinity of wall and K-ε model in free
stream. This model covers wide range of flows including low turbulence
Reynolds number and high turbulence Reynolds number (with low turbulence in
viscous sub layer) accurately (ANSYS Inc.,2006).The generic form of K- ω SST
turbulence equation is as following:
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[
[
Where,

]

(28)

]

is kinetic energy of turbulence model,

are k and ω effective diffusivity.

and

is ω generation,

are k and ω dissipation.

and
,

are cross diffusion and user defined source terms respectively.


Reynolds stress models (RSM): including SMC-ω (Omega Reynolds Stress) and
Explicit algebraic Reynolds stress model(EARSM).
 Omega Reynolds Stress is employed to avoid issues including: the boundary
layer simulation in ε equations, predict of slow separation in ε equations and
low Reynolds number integration in ε equations.
 EARSM model allows extending two equation models. The model comes from
Reynolds stress transport equation (ANSYS, Chapter 4).

7 CURRENT MODEL: COMPUTATIONAL FACT
This thesis investigates the heat transfer characteristics of turbulent SCO2 such as mainly
friction factor and heat transfer coefficient inside horizontal pipe with 3D steady state
turbulence flow models. Due to lack of data regarding printed circuit heat exchanger, the
horizontal pipe (about 4 m) was used instead of PCHE .The inside pipe diameter is 22.14 mm
under state of unchanged heat flux. In current model the range of employed Reynolds number
is

validated against experimental results to analyze the effects of

friction factor coefficient in details.

7.1 Governing equations
In this part, the governing equations (Navier -Stokes) for solving the convective heat transfer
in SCO2 as well as employed turbulence models are discussed. Modeling this problem is based
on numerical approach, which built from modeled mathematical objects, comes from
differential or integral equations and the solution is obtained through finite volume
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discretization technique based on discretize of governing equations into algebraic equations. In
this study the CFX tool, which employs finite volume technique is used for simulation. In fact,
finite volume technique predicts the mentioned governing equations over volume. CFX solves
continuity, momentum and energy equations. The appropriate models when there is turbulence
in fluid flow are K-ε and K-ω SST model in order to solve kinetic energy as well as
dissipation equations. In fact, for choosing suitable turbulence model, different factors are
required such as accuracy level, accessible computational resource and computational time.
Most common and well know turbulence models are two equations turbulence models (ω
based and ε based models).The Navier-Stokes equations calculated for steady flow in this
report are continuity, momentum and energy equations as following:
(29)
(

)

*(
Where,

is molecular viscosity,

)

is turbulent viscosity,

prandtl number, H indicates enthalpy,

(30)

+

(31)

is thermal conductivity,

,

,

is

.

7.2 Geometry, mesh grid and boundary conditions
For validating heat transfer characteristics and turbulence model of SCO2, the employed
experimental results are according to Adebiyi & Hall(1976) study. The cross section mesh grid
of pipe is shown in figure 13. Mesh dependency test has done and shown results in figure 14,
indicates that by increasing the structured mesh around 1300000 cells, wall temperature does
not change. Near the walls, cell sizes are quite small to achieve y+ <1. The horizontal tube
shown in figure 15, with internal diameter 22.14 mm is divided into heating (2.44m) and
adiabatic part (1.22m). All experimental conditions are considered for computational modeling
of test 1.1, test 1.2, test 2.1 and test 3.1, which are shown in table 2. The applied experiment is
near CO2 critical point at pressure 7.6 MPa, temperature 30.98 °C and with changeable inlet
mass flow rate about 0.035kg/s to 0.15kg/s ( from test 1.1 to 3.1).
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Figure 13. Cross section of mesh grid used in simulation

Figure 14. Mesh dependency test for CDF case 1.1 with coarse mesh (total cells: 500000) and fine mesh (total
cells: 1300000)

The numerical model is 3 dimensional steady state turbulence flow with symmetric flow field
inside pipe. Figure 16, shows the operating range of heat exchanger in numerical simulation.
Black arrow demonstrates the area of inlet and outlet temperature of four simulated tests at
pressure 7.6 MPa. The temperature/pressure points of each test are shown with colorful points.
The red colors, blue points and green points show the inlet and outlet operating temperature in
test 1.1-1.2, 2.1 and 3.1 at pressure 7.6 MPa respectively. The vicinity of operating range of
heat exchanger to critical region can affect high thermophysical fluctuation, results in having
high efficient heat exchanger.

Figure 15. Schematic of the numerical model
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Figure 16. Operating range of investigated heat exchanger

Table 2. Experimental conditions (Adebiyi & Hall,1976)

Test
code

Mass flow
rate (kg/s)

1.1
1.2
2.1
3.1

0.151
0.148
0.0773
0.080

Inlet bulk
temperature
(°C)
15.9
15.4
14.2
19.7

Average heat
flux
(kW/m2)
5.3
15.1
5.2
5.1

Outlet bulk
temperature
(°C)
18.1
21.3
18.4
23.2

Test
pressure
(MN/m2)
7.586
7.59
7.603
7.607

Creating good mesh is required to realize appropriate thermodynamic details of fluid flow.
The structured mesh grid of pipe consists of about one million total cell numbers. Boundary
layer specifically mesh grid close to the wall should be determined perfectly in order to have
accurate computational values regarding wall shear stress as well as heat transfer coefficient.
Numerical results with respect to mesh distribution are more vulnerable for turbulent flow
compared to laminar flow because of major interaction between mean flow and turbulence.
Therefore, correct mesh resolution is highly required to resolve value of gradients close to the
wall. To prevent numerical error and computational time raise, finer mesh near the wall
regions and coarser mesh in the middle of tube are considered, shown in figure 13 .The
dimensionless distance to the wall expressed by

should be smaller than 1 (

);

meaning, the first mesh node close to the wall should be placed in viscous sub layer area in
order to address the resolve of flow details accurately. It should be mentioned that the above
mentioned area includes at least 5 grid, where

. Set boundary conditions are
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including: inlet pressure and temperature, outlet mass flow rate, all walls are defined as no slip
and constant heat flux is added to the heating wall. All remain surfaces are considered as
symmetric boundary conditions.

7.3 Numerical approach
The CFX solver, which is finite volume based CFD solver used for all numerical simulation.
Considering turbulence model, SST K-ω is used in present simulation due to its advantages
compared to K-ε close to the wall as well as K-ω regarding bulk flow. The convincing details
of choosing turbulence model will be discussed in part 8 regarding temperature distribution
validations. To determine thermophysical properties of CO2, specifically temperature and
pressure “NIST standard reference database” is employed. In fact, RGP table is used as real
gas look up table of properties to define material and coupled with CFX solver. AlFa RGP
application creates RGP table from Span Wagner equation in NIST standard reference data
base. As explained before, Span Wagner EOS is the best model to predict CO2 thermophysical
properties. The RGP dependency test has been studied in (Ameli, et al. 2016; Ameli, et
al.,2018). For RGP dependency test maximum 1000 points chose for temperature and
pressure. The resolution of RGP table was increased since; wall temperature did not show any
dependency to the table resolution.
To discretize momentum and energy equations, high resolution scheme is used in order to
achieve high numerical accuracy. In fact, residual errors of all governing equations are less
than 10-5.
For checking convergence, different criteria are observed such as energy, mass and
momentum imbalance approached to constant zero value. Also, the observed RMS for mass
and momentum is less than 10-5 in all tests. Figure 17 shows the convergence results through
imbalance (energy, mass and momentum), and RMS (mass and momentum) for each CFD
test.
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CFD Case: 1.1

CFD Case: 1.1

CFD Case: 1.2

CFD Case: 1.2

CFD case: 2.1

CFD case: 2.1

CFD case: 3.1

CFD case: 3.1

Figure 17. Convergence result of CFD cases

8 COMPARISON AND VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL MODEL
WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The experimental approach that is used for validation of numerical model is Adebiyi & Hall
(1976) experimental data. According to their experiments, the measured temperature
distribution was changeable along the pipe due to effect of buoyancy. Moreover, they placed
welded thermocouples at top and bottom wall with different angles due to gain temperature
distribution along the pipe Adebiyi& Hall (1976). In this part the four different turbulence
models examined in numerical simulation compared to experimental results based on test 1.1
conditions in order to find the most accurate turbulence model for continuing numerical
computation. Figure 18 presents inside wall temperature distribution of four turbulence models
including: k-ω SST (shear stress transport), k-ε EARSM, Omega Reynolds Stress (ORS) and
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standard k-ε with respect to the starting point of heated wall (x/d = 0). The heat flux in test 1.1
is q=5300 W/m2, which is constant. The mass flow rate is 0.151 kg/s and the inlet temperature
and pressure are 15.9 °C and 7.586 MPa respectively. In all tested turbulence models, the
temperature difference are shown qualitatively. The SST turbulence model works quite
accurate narrowly followed by ORS model. Specific temperature values in standard K-ε and
K-ε EARSM models show the huge discrepancy. Consequently, the selected turbulence model
for numerical computation is considered k-ω SST because of its best accordance to
experimental results.

Figure 18. Validation of wall temperature distribution simulated by different turbulence model against Adebiyi&
Hall (1976) experimental results

9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
9.1 Wall temperature distribution
In this part numerical results of CFD cases regarding temperature distribution inside pipe from
start of heating section compared with experimental results in test 1.1, 1.2, 2.1 and 3.1shown
in figure 19. It can be seen that in test 1.1 and 1.2 there is appropriate consistency for top and
bottom wall temperature between CFD and experimental results but in test 2.1 and 3.1 the
trend is followed with a bit difference in top wall temperature. In all four cases, temperature
distribution tends to increase in both top and bottom wall uniformly and due to buoyancy
effect the top wall has higher temperature than bottom wall. The highest temperature,
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specifically on top wall can be seen in test 1.2 due to highest heat flux q=15100 W/m2
compared to other cases. In case 3.1 the sharp change is observed at the start of heating
condition, which may correlate to high inlet temperature of pipe or less mass flow rate. In all
cases, except case 1.1 with highest mass flow rate, the sharp temperature changes happened at
the beginning of top wall heating sections and then temperature continues to increase rather
constant. The bottom walls in all cases show rather constant temperature increment without
special sharp change.

a) Test 1.1

c) Test 2.1

b) Test 1.2

d) Test 3.1

Figure 19. Temperature distribution of numerical results based on SST turbulence model against experimental
results in four test conditions

9.2 Heat transfer coefficient
In this part heat transfer coefficient of SCO2 along the heating wall is investigated in four
mentioned tests. The heat transfer is computed based on equation 32.
(32)
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Where, q is heat flux,

expresses top / bottom wall temperature and

represents bulk

temperature. Bulk temperature determines the mass flow average temperature at each cross
section surface. It can be seen that in all cases of figure 20, the heat transfer coefficient along
the pipe in bottom wall is higher than top wall because the top wall temperature is higher than
bottom wall. Therefore, with considering the constant heat flux, the difference between wall
temperature and bulk temperature is higher in top wall than bottom wall, leads to decrease heat
transfer coefficient in top wall. On account of all tests in figure 20, heat transfer coefficient in
top walls for all tests has stronger changes than bottom walls. The highest heat transfer
coefficient is found in bottom wall in case 1.2 due to highest heat flux q=15,100 W/m2 than
other cases. Observing all tests, the heat transfer coefficient has a rather sharp change,
specifically in top walls, from start of heating up to distance 35 diameters along the heating
section in test 1.1, 20 diameters in test 1.2, 10 diameters in test 2.1 and 3.1, and then the value
of heat transfer coefficient continues rather constant in all cases. As it is observed, the sharpest
change is shown in test 1.2 , which has the highest heat flux.

a) Test 1.1

c) Test 2.1

b) Test 1.2

d) Test 3.1

Figure 20. Heat transfer distribution of numerical results based on SST turbulence model in four test conditions
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9.3 Friction factor coefficient
In general, for fluid flow inside pipe, three types of forces are considered including: viscous
force, friction force and buoyancy. Considering fluid flow inside horizontal pipe, friction
exists at the interface of fluid and wall pipe, which is the main reason of kinetic/enthalpy loss.
Friction factor term determines the pressure loss because of wall friction. The generic equation
of friction factor is expressed by equation (33).
(33)
Where,

is wall shear stress,

is bulk density and

is the bulk fluid velocity.

Figure 21 shows the results of average friction factor coefficient in top and bottom wall of
each case individually. It is observed that in all cases, friction factor coefficient in bottom wall
is higher than top wall due to higher shear stress on bottom surface as a result of applied
buoyancy force. In case 1.1, 1.2, 2.1 and 3.1, inlet friction factor coefficients are about 0.0042,
0.0022, 0.005 and 0.0025, respectively.
The sharpest change of friction factor from start of heating can be observed in top and bottom
wall in test 2.1 and 3.1 with lower mass flux compared to other cases. The friction factor
coefficient at the start of heating of case 1.1 and 1.2 with higher mass flux shows the smoother
change than test 2.1 and 3.1.
The friction factor coefficient has rather similar trend like heat transfer coefficient: meaning, it
shows strong increase or decrease at start of heating in both top and bottom walls and then
after distance 35, 20 and 10 diameters from start of heating in test 1.1, 1.2 and 2.1 or 3.1 the
figures continue constant.
The averaged friction factor of the adiabatic part of the pipe has been calculated and compared
with average friction factor of heating wall, presented in table 3.
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a) Test 1.1

b) Test 1.2

c) Test 2.1

d) Test 3.1

Figure 21. Friction factor coefficient of numerical results based on SST turbulence model in four test conditions

It can be noticed that, by increasing the heat flux (from test 1.1 to 1.2), averaged friction factor
value faces bigger change from adiabatic to heated part. The same trend has been noticed for
mass flow rate (from test 1.2 to 2.1). By increasing heat flux from test 1.1 to 1.2 the effect of
buoyancy force becomes stronger because of increasing the temperature difference between
top and bottom wall. Therefore, friction factor gets sharp fluctuation at the start of heating
part. The same trend has been noticed for mass flow rate .Reducing mass flux in half from
case 1.2 to 2.1 affect the noticeable change on average friction factor at adiabatic (11.7%) to
heated section (4.5%) of pipe.
Table 3. Comparison of average friction factor in heating wall with adiabatic wall for numerical tests

Test code

Average of Cf
(Heating wall)

Average of Cf
(Adiabatic wall)

Changes (%)

1.1

0.0041

0.0044

5.8

1.2

0.0039

0.0044

11.7

2.1

0.0048

0.0050

4.5

3.1

0.0046

0.0049

5.2
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10 VALIDATION OF DIFFERENT FRICTION FACTOR
CORRELATIONS AGAINST CFD RESULTS
The aim of this part is validating existing friction factor correlations mainly in horizontal pipe
with turbulence, against present CFD results. The list of used correlations is shown in table 4.
Table 4. List of friction factor correlations used in validation

Data source
Blasius (1913)

Correlation

Range of Re

Cf = 0.316 (Re)-0.25

Blasius R

Cf = 0.079 (Re)-0.25

Filonenko

Cf = (1.82log(Re) – 1.64)-2

Wilcox(1995)

Cf : 1/

= -2log(2.51/Re

Re≤ 105

References
(Blasius,1913)
(Blsius,1913)

104≤Re≤5*106

)
Re>3000

(Monaghan, et al.,1953)

(Wilcox,1998)

Wilcox

Cf:= 0.045 (Re-0.25)

Lee

Cf = 0.0018+ 0.152 (Re)-0. 35

Re>3000

Jensen

Cf = 0.0412 (Re)-0.1925

Re>3000

(Jensen, et al.,1999)

Prandtl (1927)

Cf = 0.074 (Re)-0.2

Re>4000

(Prandtl,1926)

PrandtlSchlichting
Kempf-Karman
(1951)

Cf = 0.455 log (Re) -2.58

Re>4000

(Schlichting,1979)

Cf = 0.055 (Re) -0.182

Re>3000

(Monaghan, et al.,1953)

Granville (1977)

Cf = 0.0776 (log (Re) -1.88)-2
+60 (Re)-1

Re>3000

(Samson &Sidum,2015)

Genielinski

Cf = (0.79log (Re)-1.64)-2

Re>3000

(Gnielinski, 1976)

Prandtle (Denn)

Cf = 0.255 log (Re) -2.5

Morrison

Cf =

3000≤Re≤5*106
102≤Re≤107

((Blasius,1913)

(Mori,et al,2009)
(Morrison,2013)

The simplest correlation to compute skin friction factor is Blasius correlation (1913), which is
obtained from first principle of non-Newtonian fluid flow (Blasius,1913). Filonenko
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correlation has gained from Darcy friction factor equation. According to Fang, et al.(2001)
both Blasius and Filonenko friction factor equations are suitable for smooth tubes (wall with
small roughness elements) with turbulent flow (Monaghan, et al.,1953).Wilcox friction factor
equation is extracted from (Wilcox,1998). Parndtle (Denn) is modified version of Prandtle
equation

extracted

from

Mori,

et

al.(2009)

and

Prandtl-Schlichting

equation

(Schlichting,1979). Kempf-Karman, Granville can be found in (Monaghan, et al.,1953;
Samson&Sidum,2015) respectively. Morrison equation meets all ranges of Reynolds number
for smooth pipes (Morrison,2013).
Figure 22 shows the comparison of 12 above mentioned friction factor correlations against
CFD results. The experimental data are extracted from Adebiyi& Hall (1976). Moreover,
Dang & Hihara (2004) experimental data for SCO2 in 2 mm horizontal tube (Inlet temperature:
30 °C to 70 °C, Mass flux: 800 kg/m2s, Heat flux: 12 KW/m2, Pressure between 30 to 70 MPa)
is added in order to show the effect of tube diameter on friction factor coefficient at the same
operational Reynolds number range. Here, the average friction factor of top and bottom wall in
each test (Adebiyi & Hall (1976)) has been calculated and titled by CFD case 1.1,1.2,2.1 and
3,1 in context. Moreover, the Reynolds numbers are calculated based on

at the inlet

of heating for each CFD case. The comparison of 12 friction factor correlations and CFD
results with Reynolds number range between 9 104 to 12 104, indicate that CFD case
results(average friction factor coefficient) have good agreement with predicted friction factor
coefficient by Blasius, Wilcox 1995, Morrison and Lee correlations. In the same boundary
condition and the same Reynolds number range, experimental data (Dang-Hihara) with
smaller tube diameter (2 mm), is quite close to compared correlation including: Blasius R and
Genielinski.
It is obvious that CFD case 1.1 is quite close to predicted friction factor coefficient by Wilcox
1995, Blasius, Morison and Lee correlations. CFD case 1.2 has the best match with Wilcox
1995 correlation. CFD case 2.1 and 3.1 are both close to Blasius, Lee and Morrison friction
factor correlations. The Dang – Hihara experimental data has good agreement with both
Blasisus R and Genielinski friction factor correlations. To put in another way, the figure 22
shows that in general, the good friction factor correlation for particular fluid flow is depended
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on different factors such as, Reynolds number and tube diameter. Therefore, it is very hard to
determine which friction factor correlation is the best for CFD cases.

Figure 22. Validation of numerical results of friction factor coefficient (averaged -top/bottom wall) against some
friction factor correlations

Figure 23, shows the analogy of friction factor coefficient in top and bottom walls of CFD
cases with compared friction factor correlations. Considering the higher temperature on top
wall than bottom wall of tube, the friction factor coefficient of top walls in CFD cases 1.2, 2.1
and 3.1 have good agreement with predicted friction factor coefficient by Wilcox correlation.
The top wall of CFD case 1.1 shows some deviation from other cases, stays between Wilcox
and Wilcox 1995. On the other hand, CFD results of bottom walls, which are influenced by
buoyance force, have the best agreement with predicted friction factor coefficient, used
Kempf-Karman correlation, particularly seen in CFD case 2.1 and 3.1.The CFD results of
bottom wall for test 1.1 and 1.2 with some degree of deviation are rather close to predicted
friction factor coefficient, used Blasius, Morrison and Lee correlations.
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Figure 23. Validation of numerical results of friction factor coefficient (top/bottom wall) against best match
friction factor correlations

11 VELOCITY AND DENSITY CONTOURS
In this part, density and velocity contours along the heating part for test cases are being
discussed. Figure 26 presents the contours of normalized velocity and density for numerical
test 1.2 with highest heat flux compares to other cases, on cross section surfaces along the
heating part of the pipe. The selected cross sections presented in figure 25 for showing
velocity and density are named by the number of section’s order along the heating pipe, times
diameter of pipe including, 4D,14D,30D and outlet section. Velocity contours are observed
axisymmetric on planes 4D, (close to start of heating part). First, SCO2 is heated near the wall;
consequently, density reduction occurs. Considering the constant inlet temperature at test case
1.2, by applying a constant heat flux, sharp temperature gradient appears close to the wall
leads to large density changes throughout the pipe, which causes strong buoyancy force. Flow
with lower density goes up ward due to the buoyant force and higher density fluid is placed
downward. Following density contours, it is observed in all cases that flow in inlet sections are
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more uniform than downstream sections. According to figure 24, upward flow is adjacent to
the wall, while the downward flow goes in the middle of pipe.

Figure 24. Velocity contour cross section

Figure 25. Flow domain and cross sections conditions

In test 1.2 shown by figure 26 the normalized density and velocity magnitude vectors on y-z
plane are presented, consisting CO2 flows through the pipe with inlet temperature 15.4°C at
pressure 7.59 MPa and heat flux 15.1 kW/m2.It is observed clearly that at the inlet, the density
contour shows the symmetric density profile for flow in heated region. The inlet temperature
is uniform. The sharper temperature gradient near the wall produced due to heat addition,
leads to strong CO2 density changes. Therefore, strong buoyancy force is created. The heated
CO2 with higher velocity magnitude pushes upward due to buoyant force and impelled
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secondary flows appeared in 14D, 30D and out let cross sections. By increasing temperature,
the sharp changes of SCO2 properties happened close to the critical point, that is why the
stronger vortexes or circulations shown in velocity contours are created near the wall. The
secondary flow accumulated in top region of tube and it gets larger along the pipe. The
maximum velocity appears in bottom region due to transferring the momentum to fluids in
bottom part.

Z= 4D

Z= 30D

Test 1.2. Normalized density

Z=14D

Outlet
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Z= 4D

Z=14D

Z= 30D

Outlet

Test 1.2. Normalized velocity
Figure 26.Velocity and density contours of numerical results in 1.2 test condition

Comparing density contours in appendix shows that the range of normalized density in CFD
case 2.1 and 3.1 (with rather the same amount of mass flow rate and heat flux) are very similar
from cross section 4D to outlet. Induce of second flow shows the similar impact on velocity
value of top and bottom walls from 14D section onward in CFD case 2.1 and 3.1. Following,
both normalized density and normalized velocity ranges in CFD case 1.1 and 1.2 are rather
similar. In fact, in CFD cases with higher amount of mass flow rate or heat flux (Case 1.1 and
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1.2) with constant pressure, the density and velocity changes are rather sharper near the critical
point than CFD cases with lower amount of heat flux or mass flow rate (Case 2.1 and 3.1).

12 CONCLUSION
The thermophysical properties of SCO2, near critical point in large horizontal tube have been
investigated numerically. Heat transfer and friction factor characteristics inside the tube were
analysed. The numerical simulation has been examined with different turbulence models and
the best approach was selected through comparing CFD and experimental results.

12.1 Summery of investigated model
In the present numerical research, the unique behaviours of CO2 thermophysical
characteristics near critical point in supercritical heat exchanger with considering turbulent
flow have been studied. The specific focus areas were friction factor coefficient, heat transfer
coefficient and temperature changes alongside the horizontal pipe. To determine thermo
physical properties of CO2, RGP table was used as real gas look up table of properties to
define material and coupled with CFX solver. Moreover, the RGP dependency test has been
studied to show no dependency of wall temperature to the table resolution. Mesh dependency
test has done and it was shown that by increasing the structured mesh around 1300000 cells,
wall temperature does not change. Near the walls, cell sizes were quite small to achieve y+ <1.
The numerical investigation used for pipe with 22.14 mm diameter was based on 3D steady
state turbulence flow models. The experimental data in this research was according to Adebiyi
& Hall (1976). Considering, temperature distribution validation of four turbulence models
based on CFD simulation, against experimental data, the best match was selected as a default
turbulence model of current investigation. Therefore, all numerical simulations were
calculated with k-ω SST turbulence model. For checking convergence, different criteria were
observed such as energy, mass and momentum imbalance approached to constant zero value.
Also, the observed RMS for mass and momentum was less than 10-5 in all tests.
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12.2 Summary of Results and validations
Numerical outcomes of simulation are summarized based on following points:


In all four tests, temperature distribution tended to increase in both top and bottom wall
uniformly and due to buoyancy effect the top wall has higher temperature than bottom
wall. The highest temperature difference between top and bottom wall, which made
stronger secondary flow, was related to test 1.2 with highest heat flux q=15100 W/m2
compared to other tests.



It can be seen that in all tests heat transfer coefficient in bottom wall was enhanced due
to buoyancy force.



Friction factor coefficients in bottom walls were higher than top wall due to higher
shear stress on bottom surface as a result of applied buoyancy force.



The averaged friction factor of the adiabatic part of the pipe has been calculated and
compared with average friction factor of heating wall. It can be noticed that, by
increasing the heat flux, averaged friction factor value faced bigger change from
adiabatic to heated part.



The average friction factor coefficient validated against 12 different friction factor
correlations. It was observed, in the range of operating Reynolds number, the predicted
friction factor coefficients used by Blasius, Lee, Morrison and Wilcox 1995
correlations had the best agreement with CFD results. To consider the effect of tube
diameter on friction factor coefficient, Dang-Hihara (Dang & Hihara,2004)
experimental data applied, with the same operating conditions but with one tenth tube
diameter in the same Reynolds number range. It can be observed, the accurate
agreement with Blasius R correlation.



Following density contours, it was observed in all tests that flow in inlet sections were
more uniform than downstream sections. As long as CO2 flows through the pipe, flow
with higher velocity went downward and lower velocity flow went upward due to
buoyancy effect. By increasing heat flux between test 1.1 and 1.2 at constant mass
flow rate, temperature difference between wall and fluid increased, led to create
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stronger vortexes and un-uniform flow structure. In velocity profiles two vortexes were
seen due to existing significant convection flow created by buoyancy force. According
to sharp variation of SCO2 properties near critical point, as temperature increased
toward the critical point, effective flow circulations were observed near the wall.


On account of observing the result of this study with respect to design of heat
exchanger, it is highly recommended to model thermophysical properties through
discretizing and calculate each point instead of considering constant properties
specifically Cp and enthalpy.

12.3 Further work recommendation
From engineering point of view, the essential achievement of this study was obtaining the
operating range of heat exchanger, close to critical region based on accurate simulating
conditions, which indicated that the common heat exchanger design methods which are based
on some constant properties (especially isobaric specific heat) should be improved due to
nonlinear change of the fluid properties especially isobaric specific heat along the heat
exchanger. In fact, we need to investigate the design method to overcome sharp property
change of real gas properties in the near critical point application in future studies.
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APPENDIX:
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Test 2.1
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Test 2.1. Normalized velocity
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Test 3.1
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